Our model represents any piece of information whose truth value is potentially uncertain as a predicate.
M
ark Weiser envisioned computing environments that are pervaded with so many computing devices and sensors that they seem to disappear into the background, allowing humans to focus on daily tasks rather than on underlying technologies. 1 To enable this vision, we must transform today's "dumb," context-insensitive, and isolated machines into intelligent, programmable, and context-aware clusters of machinery. However, unobtrusiveness and context awareness involve capturing and making sense of imprecise and sometimes conflicting data and uncertain physical worlds. Different types of entities (software objects) in the environment must be able to reason about uncertainty. These include entities that sense uncertain contexts, entities that infer other uncertain contexts from these basic, sensed contexts, and applications that adapt how they behave on the basis of uncertain contexts. Having a common model of uncertainty that is used by all entities in the environment makes it easier for developers to build new services and applications in such environments and to reuse various ways of handling uncertainty.
We developed an uncertainty model based on a predicate representation of contexts and associated confidence values. This model forms the basis for reasoning about uncertainty using various mechanisms such as probabilistic logic, fuzzy logic, 2 and Bayesian networks. Each of these mechanisms is useful in handling uncertainty in different situations. We incorporated these mechanisms in Gaia, 3 a distributed middleware system that enables Active Spaces-physical spaces enhanced with ubiquitous computing devicesto form an interactive, programmable computing and communication system. This article describes our model for uncertain contexts and how Gaia handles uncertainty and various reasoning mechanisms.
One of our goals was to make it easy for developers to integrate the use of uncertainty in their programs. Gaia's context infrastructure provides services and libraries that help entities acquire and reason about uncertain contextual information. We define the structure and properties of context predicates in ontologies-this makes it easier to develop programs that reason about context.
The context predicate
We represent contexts as predicates, following the convention that the predicate's name is the type of context being described (such as location, temperature, or time). 4, 5 This gives us a simple, uniform representation for different kinds of contexts. Many predicates are defined to have arguments in a subject-object format (ContextType(<Subject>,<Object>) or in a subject-verbobject format (ContextType(<Subject>,<Verb>, <Object>). We can also use relational operators such as "=" and "<" as arguments. Example context predicates include location (jeff, in, room 3105) activity (room 3102, meeting) light (room 3220, dim) office (chetan, room 3216)
Some contexts (such as office) are certain, whereas others (such as location and activity) might be uncertain. The type of context constrains the values that the predicate arguments can take. For example, if the type of context is location, the first argument must be a person or object, the second argument must be a preposition or a verb such as entering, leaving, or in, and the third argument must be a location. We type-check the predicates whenever they are used in rules or other reasoning mechanisms.
Our context model gives a common representation for context that all entities in our environment use; the model itself doesn't describe what operations can be performed on contexts. Instead, it provides a common base on which various reasoning mechanisms can be specified to handle context. Using predicates to represent context information is helpful because we can plug them directly into rules and other reasoning and learning mechanisms for handling uncertainty. Moreover, it lets us describe context in a uniform way that is independent of programming language, operating system, or middleware.
Ontologies
We specify the predicates' structures and semantics in an ontology that defines various context types as well as the arguments that the predicates must have. 6 Each context type corresponds to a class in the ontology. The ontology is written in DAML+OIL, 7 which is fast becoming the de facto language of the Semantic Web. 8 We use the ontology to check predicates' validity. It also makes including context predicates in rules easier, since we know the predicates' structure and the kinds of values different arguments can take. Using ontologies also lets different ubiquitous computing environments interoperate, since we can define translations between the terms used in these environments' ontologies. Ontological descriptions also help reduce the possibility of one kind of uncertainty: how different entities will interpret the same piece of context information.
Confidence values
We model uncertainty in our environment by attaching a confidence value between 0 and 1 to predicates. This value measures the probability (in the case of probabilistic approaches) or the membership value (in the case of fuzzy logic 2 ) of the event corresponding to the context predicate being true. For example, prob(location(carol, in, room 3233)) = 0.5 means that the probability that Carol is in Room 3233 is 0.5. Gaia uses these confidence values in various ways.
Reasoning using probabilistic and fuzzy logic
Our use of probabilistic logic is based on earlier work. 9 This logic lets us make statements such as "the probability of E is less than 1/3" and "the probability of E is at least twice the probability of F," where E and F are arbitrary events. The logic has a complete axiomatization, and the complexity of deciding satisfiability in it is no worse than that of propositional logic.
Probabilistic logic lets us write rules that reason about events' probabilities in terms of the probabilities of other related events. For writing rules in probabilistic logic and performing reasoning, we use XSB (http://xsb.sourceforge.net), a kind of Prolog that uses tabling and indexing to improve performance. Besides standard Prolog, XSB also allows programming in HiLog. 10 Because HiLog has a higher-order syntax, it allows predicates to appear as arguments of other predicates. This allows unification on the predicate symbols themselves as well as on their arguments. However, the semantics of HiLog is first-order and has a sound and complete proof procedure. We need such higher-order logic syntax to write rules about the probabilities of context predicates. An example rule (written in XSB) is
This rule essentially says that Pr(X ∪ Y) = Pr(X) + Pr(Y) if X and Y are disjoint events-that Fuzzy logic is somewhat similar to probabilistic logic. In fuzzy logic, confidence values represent degrees of membership rather than probability. Fuzzy logic is useful in capturing and representing imprecise notions such as "tall," "trustworthy," and "confidence" and reasoning about them. We base this model on the fuzzy predicate logic developed by Petr Hajek 11 and adapt it to pervasive computing environments. We can thus write rules involving various context predicates and then reason on the basis of these rules.
Bayesian networks
Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs, where the nodes are random variables representing various events and the arcs between nodes represent causal relationships. In our model, each value that a variable can take corresponds to a certain context predicate. To specify a Bayesian network's probability distribution, you give the prior probabilities of all root nodes (nodes with no predecessors) and the conditional probabilities of all nonroot nodes (given all possible combinations of their direct predecessors). Figure 1 shows an example of a Bayesian network that infers the activity taking place in a room. Take the Activity node at the root of the network, for instance. The random variable activity can take values such as "meeting," "presentation," "idle," and so on, with different probabilities. Assuming that we've trained the network for Room 2401, these values correspond to the context predicates activity(room 2401, meeting), activity(room 2401, presentation), activity(room 2401, idle), and so on. These context predicates have different probability values based on what the network deduces.
Bayesian networks are a powerful way of handling uncertainty, especially when there are causal relationships between various events. They are useful for performing probabilistic sensor fusion and higher-level context derivation. In our environment, root nodes in the Bayesian network represent the information to be deduced, while the leaves are sensed information. The intermediate nodes are important subgoals that are helpful to the deduction process.
Context infrastructure
In Gaia, our prototype pervasive computing infrastructure, different entities are aware of their context and adapt their behavior to it. 4 The infrastructure provides support for gathering context information from sensors and delivering appropriate context information to entities. It also lets entities infer higher-level contexts from low-level sensed contexts. Different kinds of entities are involved in Gaia's context infrastructure (see Figure  2 ). All parts of the infrastructure have support for handling uncertain contexts:
• Context Providers are sensors or other data sources of context information. They allow other agents (or Context Consumers) to query them for context information. Some Context Providers also have an event channel in which they regularly send context events. Thus, other agents can either query a Provider or listen on the event channel to get context information. Context Providers can associate a probability measure with the context information they provide, if the information is uncertain. They get information on the semantics of the context they provide (that is, whether it's certain or not) and the context predicates' structure from the ontologies.
• Context Synthesizers get sensed contexts from various Context Providers, deduce higher-level or abstract contexts from these simple sensed contexts, and then provide these deduced contexts to other agents. For example, we have a Context Synthesizer that infers the activity occurring in our smart room based on information such as the number of people in the room and the applications that are running. Context Synthesizers also associate a probability measure with the context information they provide, if the information is uncertain. Structure of a reasoning entity Figure 3 illustrates the structure of an entity (application, device, or service) that uses reasoning to deal with uncertain contexts. Each entity has a knowledge base associated with it, in which relevant facts and rules are asserted. The KB contains facts about the current context in the form of context predicates as well as information from other services, such as authentication and access control services. When a Context Provider or other service detects a change in the current context, it sends an event on its event channel. The KB listens to various event channels and updates itself when a change happens.
The common model for context helps frame uniform, easy-to-use APIs for the interactions between entities. Context Providers, the KB, the Reasoning Engine, and the application/service use the same predicate representation of context. Applications and services reason about facts in the KB using a particular reasoning mechanism (for example, Bayesian inference or fuzzy logic). They query the reasoning engine through a fixed API to get information they need to make decisions or to get inferred facts. The use of a fixed interface between the application or service and the reasoning engine lets us plug in different reasoning engines for reasoning about uncertain contexts. Thus, adding new reasoning engines (say, based on neural networks) in the future will be easy.
One of the goals of our infrastructure was to let developers concentrate on developing rules or networks for reasoning and not be burdened with the low-level details involved in getting entities to operate in the environment. Developers who want to use reasoning in their entities specify the kinds of facts the KB must contain (that is, which context predicates are required by the reasoning engine to perform the inferencing). The Context Infrastructure automatically takes care of updating the KB with the current context information by making it listen to the appropriate event channels. The developer also specifies the reasoning mechanism in the form of rules or a Bayesian network.
Support for probabilistic and fuzzy logic
Some entities in Gaia use probabilistic or fuzzy logic in the form of rules written in Prolog or HiLog. The infrastructure provides easy mechanisms for developers to specify inference rules for these entities. Our Ontology Explorer browser lets developers find definitions of various terms and contextual information as well as relationships between terms; they can also browse the ontologies to get the terminology used in the environment. We have also developed a GUI that lets developers construct rules in probabilistic and fuzzy logic. This GUI lets developers construct context predicates (based on their definitions in the ontologies) and combine them in different rules.
Support for Bayesian networks
Using Microsoft's Belief Network (MSBN) software, Gaia developers can create Bayesian networks representing causal relationships between events 12 and then enter prior probability distributions on the nodes. The developer associates each network node with a specific context predicate. Constructing a Bayesian network involves identifying causal dependencies between different events, which might not be an easy task. In our environment, developers browse the ontology of context information to know what contexts are available and how they might relate to one another.
The developer or a system administrator trains the networks on real data to get more accurate probability distributions for the various nodes. Then, applications, services, or end users can use it to infer the probabilities of context conditions and other events. The Context Infrastructure supplies the current context as evidence to the network. On the basis of this evidence, the network can infer the probability distributions of the network's root nodes. MSBN uses clique-tree propagation methods to calculate probabilities exactly. This inference method, however, could take exponential time and wouldn't work for very large networks. So far, though, the kinds of problems we've used Bayesian inferencing for involve fairly small networks (less than 50 nodes), and we haven't encountered any performance problems. However, for larger networks, we would have to employ other approximate inference strategies.
Examples
Gaia handles uncertainty in three broad areas: sensing context information, inferring context information, and using uncertain context information by applications. (See the "Related Work" sidebar for information on others' research on uncertainty.)
Uncertainty in sensing context
Two examples of Context Providers that provide uncertain contexts are RFID badges for location detection and various authentication devices.
RFID badges.
Many location-sensing systems cannot resolve an object's location accurately, but only do so within some tolerance. In our environment, we detect people's locations using RF-based badges. Badge detectors are placed in different parts of the building.
We use badges to try to determine if a certain person is in a certain room. Two factors contribute to uncertainty in a person's location. One factor is the uncertainty of whether the badge is actually in the room. Because a badge detector's range can fall outside the room it's monitoring, the detector might sense people as they move outside (for example, through a nearby corridor). Thus, the probability that the badge is actually in the room is the area of the room within the badge detector's circle of detection divided by the area of the circle of detection. If there are other badge detectors nearby, then one or more of them might sense the person's badge, and we can calculate the probability that the badge is actually in the room using a sensorfusion procedure. Similar probability measures can be worked out if 802.11-based access points are used to sense people's locations.
Another factor that causes uncertainty in using badges for location tracking is the fact that the person associated with the badge might not be carrying the badge. The person might have left the badge on a desk, or someone might have stolen it. Quantifying this uncertainty and associating it with a probability value is more difficult. Such behavior varies from person to person and is difficult to generalize to all people.
To partially address this problem, in our system, we assign a probability value to the event of a person actually having the badge in hand. This probability value is not entirely ad hoc; it's an intuitive sense of how reliable the location-sensing device is. For example, the value of this probability is less for a badge than it is for a smart ring because, intuitively, a ring is less likely to be misplaced or stolen. However, such a solution isn't entirely satisfactory, and we are looking at other ways of dealing with such immeasurable factors.
More generally, any location Context Provider (associated with a badge, ring, fingerprint recognizer, or similar device) uses probabilistic logic to evaluate the 14 PERVASIVE computing www.computer.org/pervasive
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The kinds of problems we've used Bayesian inferencing for involve fairly small networks, and we haven't encountered any performance problems.
probability of a person being in a certain room. The main inference rule is
Prob(location(X, in, Y)) = Prob(device associated with person is in Y) × Prob(device is actually with person X)
There are other issues that come into play as well in determining whether the badge is actually in the room, such as people's behavior and the typical amount of time people spend in the room. Our current algorithm serves only as a first level of approximation in determining location on the basis of probabilistic logic; more complex algorithms could consider other factors. For example, inferring that a user has forgotten his badge is possible using other information such as his log-in into a machine that is situated away from his badge. Also, the time elapsed since the last detection of a badge is a useful indicator of the certainty that the user (and his badge) is still in the room. We plan on adding rules that incorporate these conditions as well.
Authentication devices.
Various biometric authentication devices such as fingerprint readers, face and voice recognition software, and so on give a measure of confidence while recognizing users. They also use probabilistic logic to evaluate the degree of confidence in authentication. These devices typically use pattern-matching algorithms (such as neural networks) to compare the sample fingerprint or face with a database of stored fingerprints or faces. The extent of match gives a measure of the device's confidence that the person has been correctly identified. Like active badges, authentication devices also have rules to evaluate the probability that people are indeed who they claim to be. Authentication devices then associate this probability with the authentication context predicate they provide.
Inferred context
Gaia has various components that try to infer higher-level context from basic, sensed contexts. If the basic, sensed contexts are themselves uncertain, then the inferred contexts will also be uncertain. We need to somehow combine the probability or confidence measures from different sensors to get a measure of uncertainty for the inferred combined context. We can use probabilistic logic or Bayesian approaches to do this. coverage, resolution, accuracy, repeatability, frequency, and timeliness. 5 However, they all do not specify ways of handling the uncertainty or reasoning about it. The model described by Karen
Henricksen and colleagues 6 supports quality by allowing associations between objects to be annotated with a number of quality parameters, which capture the dimensions of quality considered relevant to that association. However, the model doesn't give any way of using these quality metrics in real-life situations.
identification, and retinal scans. The authentication process should enable users to authenticate themselves to the system using various means. At the same time, authentication information from different devices is associated with different levels of confidence, because some authentication mechanisms (for example, biometrics features and DNA samples) are much stronger than others (such as passwords and badges). Also, depending on the context, the level of confidence associated with some mechanisms might change. For example, if a system suspects that someone's password has been compromised, it might reduce the level of confidence associated with passwords. Intuitively, it's also reasonable to assume that the more devices the user employs to authenticate himself, the greater the system's confidence in that user's identity. The authentication service performs a kind of sensor fusion. It collects authentication information from the different devices and determines the net confidence of authentication in case the user uses more than one device to authenticate himself. This net confidence, expressed as a confidence value, is then used in various access control decisions. Once authentication is complete, the authentication service asserts new information about the authenticated principals and the confidence values associated with them, as well as additional information. 13 For example, authenticatedUsing(bob, mechanism1) authenticatedUsing(bob, mechanism2) confidenceLevel(mechanism1, 0.6) confidenceLevel(mechanism2, 0.8) possessRole(bob, grad student) possessRole(bob, teaching assistant)
The authentication service uses a simple rule to combine confidence values. Let's assume a principal tries to authenticate herself using n different authentication methods, and all these attempts were successful. If the confidence values associated with these authentication methods are V 1 , V 2 , … , V n , then the net confidence V net associated with this authentication is given by the formula (derived from probability theory)
Access control policies use the confidence values of authentication and the role names associated with a principal, as we illustrate later.
Room activity example. Figure 1 shows a subset of the Bayesian network we use to infer activity in our smart room. The network consists of various nodes representing basic context information (whether a PDFViewer is running, the light and sound levels, the number of people). Some nodes represent the activity of a single user (such as the Presenter node, which indicates if a person is giving a presentation in the room). Finally, an Activity node describes the activity in the room as a "Presentation," "Demo," "Meeting," "Seminar," "Idle," and so on. On the basis of evidence collected from various Context Providers, the network assigns probabilities to the different possible activities in the room.
We trained the network on data we collected from the smart room. The training process helped us assign probability distributions to the different nodes. We can now use the network to deduce activity in the room on the basis of sensed contexts. At any point of time, the context infrastructure obtains the state of various leaf nodes. The Bayesian inferencing algorithm then calculates the conditional probability distribution of the Activity node given the states of the leaf nodes.
We evaluated the accuracy of our Bayesian network in deducing the correct activity in the room. In our test run, we took 210 observations (one every half hour, 30 per day for a week). In each observation, the network assigned probabilities to different activities (such as a meeting or a presentation) on the basis of the room's context (such as the light status or presence of people). We found that the network assigned the highest probability to the actual activity in the room in nearly 84 percent of the observations. One possible reason why the network performed well is that we used the smart room in only a limited number of ways that followed fairly learnable and distinct patterns, so the network could easily learn the activity patterns. This example states that a principal P may access the display if P has been authenticated with a confidence value of at least 0.7, the activity in the room is a presentation with probability of at least 0.8, and P is the presenter for this presentation activity. The authenticated predicate is asserted on the basis of information from the Authentication Service, and the activity predicate is obtained from the Activity Context Provider (which itself uses a Bayesian network to get the probability associated with an activity). The minimum probabilities are set on the basis of how critical the resource is. The Access Control service sets the role information on the basis of what role the user has chosen or what role the user's schedule or the system administrator have assigned to the user. Using a logicbased language gives us a powerful, expressive, yet simplistic language for writing security policies. Developers use our infrastructure to write access control rules for their applications and services and then to deploy them in the environment.
Troubleshooting. We also use a Bayesian network for troubleshooting the environment. Given the presence of various symptoms, the network infers the probabilities of various Gaia services, applications, devices, or other resources having failed. For example, if the smart room doesn't detect people's presence in the room, this implies that the Space Repository (which maintains a database describing the room's current state) or the Authentication Service could have failed with certain conditional probabilities. Figure 4 shows a subset of this network. The network consists of nodes such as EventManager and AuthenticationService that represent the state of different Gaia entities. Other nodes represent certain kinds of failures (or symptoms of failures). For example, the CanCreateEventChannel node represents whether or not creating an event channel is possible. The network helps to determine which entities in Gaia might have failed given certain observed symptoms. We trained the network over a period of time using data logged from the environment. We now use it to determine which services or applications to troubleshoot or restart on the basis of observing certain symptoms. Again, we built and deployed this network using the mechanisms our infrastructure provides for creating and reasoning with Bayesian networks. We are looking at enhancing the network by using temporal information.
T o cope with uncertainty, our environment uses a combination of learning based on Bayesian networks and explicit rules written in probabilistic logic. Both methods are useful in different scenarios.
Bayesian networks are useful for learning the probability distributions of events and enable reasoning about causal relationships between observations and the system state. They, however, must be trained before they can be used (we trained our activity and troubleshooting networks over the period of a week), but because they are flexible and can be retrained easily, they can adapt to changing circumstances.
Probabilistic logic is useful when we have precise knowledge of events' probabilities; fuzzy logic is useful when we want to represent imprecise notions. Both probabilistic and fuzzy logic are useful in scenarios where getting data to train a Bayesian network is difficult. This is especially true in the area of security. In our prototypical pervasive computing environment, getting training data for authentication and access control operations was difficult, mainly because getting data implied attacking the system in some manner and measuring how often such attacks were successful. Our context model provides a common base for the different reasoning mechanisms, besides allowing new reasoning mechanisms to be easily incorporated in the future. Our infrastructure also provides support for developers to incorporate the use of reasoning in the services and applications they develop. In particular, many developers have used Gaia's GUI to develop and deploy access control rules based on fuzzy logic for their entities. The support our infrastructure provides for building, training, and deploying Bayesian networks has also allowed us to rapidly incorporate Bayesian reasoning in many of our entities.
Reasoning about uncertainty has helped make components in our pervasive computing environment more robust and more capable of adapting to changing dynamics. We envision several enhancements to our infrastructure for coping with and reasoning about uncertainty. We are trying to see if incorporating reasoning about uncertainty could make other applications more robust. An important aspect of uncertainty is the freshness of context information. We hope to quantify freshness and develop axioms or rules to deal with it.
Another enhancement is the use of plausibility measures 14 in situations where we can't associate a specific number like a probability but where we could say that one event is more or less likely than another. While a probability measure maps an event to a number between 0 and 1, a plausibility measure just associates an event with an element in a partially ordered set. This would enable us to express the fact that a fingerprint sensor might more accurately determine a person's location than a badge detector could.
